Introduction
Magnetic attitude control system is implemented on almost every modern small satellite. Even big and complex spacecraft utilize this system quite frequently. Magnetic control system has two main tasks: angular velocity damping and reaction wheel angular momentum unload. This work is devoted to the first problem. Attitude acquisition phase was considered by authors in [1, 2] under fast rotating satellite assumption. In this paper satellite angular velocity is comparable with the orbital one. This attitude mode is relevant due to the most used magnetic damping algorithm «-Bdot» [3, 4] . Its name implies that the control dipole moment is opposite to the geomagnetic induction vector change. Satellite acquires approximate rotation information with respect to geomagnetic field. Control system should spin satellite in the opposite direction effectively cancelling the rotation. However geomagnetic induction vector motion with respect to the satellite is due to its vector rotation in inertial space also. So the satellite should end up spinning with approximately double orbital angular velocity. Here this rotation is proven to be about the principal axis of the maximum moment of inertia. Spinning velocity value is refined, satellite attitude is assessed.
Equations of motion and geomagnetic field models
The satellite is considered to be a rigid body. Attitude is maintained using three orthogonal magnetorquers. Actual attitude is available without any error. Four reference frames are used:
Inertial fig. 1 .
Fig. 1. Inertial reference frames
Ox 1 x 2 x 3 is bound reference with axes directed along the principal axes of inertia. Satellite attitude with respect to any inertial frame is defined using angles ,,    (rotation sequence 3-1-2) and absolute angular velocity components is bound reference frame   Direction cosines matrix is cos cos sin sin sin sin cos cos sin sin cos sin sin cos cos cos sin cos sin sin sin cos sin sin cos sin cos cos cos
Dynamical equations of the satellite motion e with inertia tensor
where M is control magnetic torque. These equations are complemented with kinematics     
Geomagnetic field is represented [5] 
This implies
geomagnetic induction vector in bound frame 0 sin cos sin cos sin cos
control dipole moments components are 
Here argument of latitude is used instead of time, angular velocity is referred to the orbital one, 
Necessary stability conditions are 
Stabilization accuracy
Simplified dipole model provides general qualitative result -stable rotation with double angular velocity. Direct dipole model is more accurate and has one important peculiarity. Geomagnetic induction vector rotation is non-uniform. We use this property to refine both direction of spinning satellite axis in inertial space and this rotation rate. Poincare method for periodical solutions of differential equation is used for this purpose [6] .
Satellite on near equatorial orbit
Satellite motion is represented with respect to O a S 1 S 2 S 3 frame. Small parameter is orbit inclination i . Geomagnetic induction vector is decomposed retaining the second order of small parameter 
Since 21 
Since  is small solutions Therefore angle between the maximum moment of inertia axis and normal to the orbit is approximately equal to the half of the inclination.
Near polar satellite
Near polar orbits are of more interest for magnetically actuated satellites. Consider this case and new small parameter 2 i 
Angle  in generating solution is found integrating (3.11).
First order equations are Arbitrary orbits that far from near polar or near equatorial yield spinning axis pointing accuracy of about 10-12°. Gravitational torque acts as a restoring one. Moreover its magnitude is almost comparable with the control magnetic torque. As a result stabilization accuracy is better.
Conclusion
Magnetically actuated satellite with «-Bdot» damping algorithm is considered. Slow motion of the satellite is studied. Rotation around the maximum moment of inertia is proved to be asymptotically stable in simplified dipole geomagnetic field. Rotation velocity is found in right dipole field. Maximum moment of inertia axis attitude in inertial space is found.
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